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INTRODUCTION

On November 5, 1989 this article was presented as a speech to the audience at Dale and Betra Egger's “Sons 
of Israel” conference with very good reception, and I feel that these principles should receive more attention, 
therefore, we have printed this small booklet for widespread distribution. Our people must adopt a broader picture 
of what the true faith is based on, more than the individual selfish viewpoint. After all, there is a power which 
created all of us. We each see it thru a different set of eyes, and evaluate it with an individual brain... but the appeal 
and praise is all directed to the same eternal power which proclaims life or death for every one of us. The really 
important thing is not that I use one name and someone else uses another to call on the Almighty Father of us all, it 
is to use our untied power in compassionate harmony to fight the evil that in our present life intends to destroy all of 
us, and stop us from calling on any name except “State”. If our people do not soon recognize what their petty 
bickering over names is doing and put up a real united front as the many denominational crew on the sinking ship 
did, and all man the pumps, we will all die at the will of the evil parasite culture – no matter whether we believe that 
Yahshua, Odin, Allah, Buddha or any of the other names is the only one who will save us. We must each one act in a 
responsible way to save ourselves. We were given that responsibility and the order to use it. It is none of my 
business who the other person calls on as long as they call for righteousness, and work together to save our Race 
from extinction. Let's all use some good common sense for a change, and get together for a down to earth policy of 
united action to whip this problem right on our doorstep today .. not several thousand years ago. It's right here now. 
This is the problem we must solve, and only the power of a “united” righteous people will solve it. Do we deny that 
an apple is an apple because the name a Frenchman or a German gives it sounds different than our name “apple” 
sounds in English? This is what language is all about. Study your ancient languages and you will find the same 
power being called a different name in every language. Does this make it any less of a power? We are on 
Civilization's Ship and it is sinking – let's man the bucket brigade.

– Ken Stoddard



CIVILIZATION – A SINKING SHIP
(A speech made at Sons of Israel Conference in Bella Vista, California on November 5th, 1989)

I grew up in an isolated part of the seacoast of Maine – a self sustaining community of sailing captains, 
sailors and fisherman, who – when ashore – worked their small farms .. and their families worked them when they 
were at sea. Our community lived under the Almighty Father's Law. No one was afraid to call out – “My God' – in 
appeal .. for fear that someone would condemn the use of the word “GOD”, because it may have come from the 
Babylonian culture. We never believed that the Almighty Creator would not know who we were praising, or praying 
to – unless we followed a priesthood formula .. for didn't he see every little sparrow?

We lived by Yahshua's word. No – we didn't have hypocritical priest-craft ruling our lives – for didn't 
Yahshua say – they are hypocrites and liars? Communion is between man and the Father. Prayer is a talk with our 
Creator .. He doesn't need our message to be “interpreted” for Him by someone else. He is the All-seeing, the All-
knowing. We had absolute faith in our God. We didn't say “He doesn't have the ability to understand,” – (as 
individual Babylonian religions attempt to brainwash us to believe) – unless they put their “O.K.” on the message.

In that community, we also didn't have a lot of worthless “legal” papers, for a man;s word and a handshake 
sealed every deal. I have known a man to walk five miles to re-pay a couple of cents he had overcharged. He didn't 
wait 'till the next time we met .. for he felt his “honor” was at stake.

Everyone was his or her brother or sister's keeper. No one had any fear of being alone in time of trouble, for 
every trouble was shared. The widow and the helpless were not left to shift for themselves. A home burned, was 
replaced by the community. When there was a marriage, they had a “raising” as we called it .. a house and barn. The 
young couple were free to have their family, without paying their life-blood to “Shylock” in mortgage usury. There 
were plenty of hardships and hard-work, for no one was allowed to be a parasite. I know, someone will ask “How 
was a slacker brought in line?” Under the supreme “Law”, a united people demand their own culture, so the slacker 
is ostracized (forced out) .. banished from all fellowship.

There also were plenty of good times .. parties, picnics, barn-dances, hay and sleigh rides, coasting, skating 
and many other things of good clean fun. It was not a dull existence. Those were some of the best days of my life .. 
living under Yah's Law .. in a community of my own people.

We hear it said the “Kingdom is coming”. The “Kingdom” is, and has been on earth – only the evilness of 
man in his lust and greed, causes us to be blinded by its presence. When we live by the Almighty's “natural law”, 
and put our complete faith in our Creator, instead of following Babylonian priesthood religions, we will have the 
“Kingdom”, just as I had when I was a boy.



I didn't come here to just “talk” … I have a “message” for you, whether you like what I say or not .. it 
doesn't alter the fact that you live or die by the will of Yah. Tell me, what is “godly” about one religious 
denomination hating another because the beliefs are different, even though both pray to the same Father? Yahshua 
never told us to form thousands of denominations. He said – keep the faith in the Father. Keep His commandments. 
He never said “I teach Christianity”. (Today's “Christianity” was created by man at the Conference of Nicea in 325 
A.D.) Yahshua said – I teach the Father's Word – His Law .. not one jot nor tittle is changed .. it was the Law 
yesterday …. it is the Law today … and it will be the Law tomorrow. Religious priesthood came in and said .. “No, 
I'll give you something better.. man knows the needs of man better than his Creator does.. just cross my palm with 
silver and gold, and I will take care of you.” (Just obey man's priesthood lies.)

Previous to my boyhood, these neighbors were men who went down to the sea as mere boys .. sometimes as 
cabin-boys at the age of ten or twelve. A cabin-boy cleaned the cabin.. the pots and pans... the dishes... kept the pot 
of java hot... brought a hot mug to those on deck who couldn't leave their post,,, did all the small serving jobs and 
learned to be a seaman. He then grew up to be a responsible seaman, and often Captain by the time he was eighteen. 
These were HE-men... NOT wimps. Those were the days when men respected and protected their women and 
children... had pride in their God, Race, family, country, and their own ability... when women were feminine as God 
made them to be, but they were women who could and would fight like tigers for their family's well-being, instead 
of running down to the parasite doctor – buying a murderous aborticide to make things easier for themselves. They 
raised a “multitude” (as our God said for us to do) – of strong, capable, ARYAN children.. to work the fields and 
man our ships, instead of bringing in a plague of alien locusts – “strangers” Yah calls them, to do our menial work 
and eventually breed us out of existence... thereby rising above us as we were instructed NOT to allow them to do. 
Our children of that by-gone-day, were brought up to know responsibility .. and hard, dirty work.. and were proud 
of it. We took pride in honest accomplishment. A man's value was not calculated on how much of his work he could 
lay on a brother or sister's shoulders, or how much he could steal from the helpless.

When those men went to sea, they might be of a half-dozen different religious denominations, and often with 
a Chinese cook, who were hired for their ability to cook palatable food from poor, meager supplies often aboard 
ship, but when the storm came, they were of one “faith” as the waves grew higher than the masthead; or the roar of 
the waves could be heard breaking on ledges, They didn't cry “My God, save me – (but don't save that Baptist or 
Catholic, or that heathen Chinaman)”, for when that ship floundered.. or broke up on a ledge... ALL would die. 
They knew that the important thing was the ship, and in that moment, every one (including the Chinaman) called on 
their Creator for mercy. In that moment they were truly “born again” to the “faith” in their Almighty Father, for 
there was no one else to turn to. At last... they knew that bu the will of their “Creator” – they lived or died – not by 
what man could do. Remember this, when you get the feeling that your destiny is in man's hands. Not one of us can 
guarantee that we will leave this building alive. Whether we like it or not, we live by the decision of the 
“Almighty”.

The “world” is “Civilization's Ship” … every living thing our Creator put on it is part of the crew. Each has 
its place – its own “territory”. It is only by the “Almighty's” choice, that we were not born in the place of those we 
condemn. Read your Bible. It teaches you to lend a hand, help the down-trodden. If they will not respond – shake 
the dust of them … in other words – walk away from them. But first – give them a chance to be redeemed.

In our present day society, there are countless millions crying out for justice. Where is that justice? Buried in 
hypocrisy – that which Yahshua warned us about. It is the same today as it has been for ages past. Some of our best 
people are dying behind the wire and bars that WE have allowed... with no thought of Yah's “justice” in our minds. 
We don't demand that Yah's law be obeyed. We turn these people over to man's criminal “justice” system.. man's 
“law”. It is criminal! We accept circumstantial evidence when we know that Yah's law calls for witnesses, and a jury 
or our peers. What did Yahshua do and say when the woman was brought before Him? Only when there is no 
shadow of doubt of the guilt, is a child of Yah to be punished, and then only under “YAH's law, which calls for 
reimbursement (restitution) for lesser crimes... and a life for a life – in murder... (we don't mean self protection).. but 
deliberate murder. There is nothing in Yah's law that accepts “torture” to pay for crime. There is nothing in Yah's 
law which says “throw this person in a pest-hole prison with a bunch of “perverts”, and allow them to have their 
way... under Yah's law – there would be no perverts. There is nothing in Yah's law which says you can force 
prisoners to use poisoned water for all their needs (as is being done at the Federal Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois).. 
water that has been condemned and not used by the municipality. I'm not speaking of just our Race in these 
instances.. these crimes are being carried out against all Races. Where are our people who are so adept at using the 
word's “pagan” and “heathen” to describe those of us who do not agree with them? If I be called a “pagan” because 
I denounce the evil I see.. so be it.. I thank my Creator. Why, instead, are these critics not speaking out against these 



villainous crimes?

Ann and I have a prison ministry which breaks your heart... to see such injustice and cruel torture and 
torment being enforced on prisoners. Yah said – end it – or cure it – don't torture. Only man's accursed priestcraft 
teaches lust .. personal gain, thru torture. Our holier than thou people cry - “Oh, those are 'correctional institutions',” 
Yes, a few are (if a man of Yah is in charge).. the majority are hell-holes of perversion – ruled by perverted 
administrations.. teaching nothing but extreme HATE and depravity to both prisoners and personnel thru their 
methods.

Most of these prisoners came from the streets of our society – where we should be teaching – helping – and 
correcting them before they get into crime which “society” punishes with prison degradation. So … speaking of the 
streets of the world, there are millions of our Aryan youth on those streets – fighting for existence against tens of 
millions of other Races... and mongrelized queers which – if you will really study your Bible – show that Yah 
forbade – and completely condemns any who allow such conditions. That's why Sodom and Gomorrah were 
destroyed. The wrath of Yah fell heavily on San Francisco recently as a warning of things to come. Will we heed?

Two competing cultures can never exist in one territory. He said “Bring my people out” of the Babylonian 
culture. The question arises, “What is the Babylonian culture?” – Priest-craft – Race-mixing – Greed – Lust – 
Perversion of every conceivable kind, – and worship of material wealth as our God. When I go into a subject... I go 
into it literally with understanding from experience. I lived, as a young man, in 1931, in the slums of East Boston, 
under much the same conditions these young people live today. Later in life, I carried on a prosperous business with 
the people of the New York City and Jersey waterfronts (and those waterfronts are tough places, I'm telling you). 
How many in this room have any idea of what some of our young people in these monstrous cities are going thru? If 
you had been born there in a flat, whose stairs ended up in the street, and you had to fight for a place to play – in a 
dirty, stinking alley .. and now – increasingly are being set upon by more and more mongrelized queers (there are 
estimated to be over a thousand gangs in New York City alone) – and see your sisters taken by force and gang 
raped, and now even your brothers gang raped by homos while your government upholds these so-called 
“minority's” right to create this mayhem... and your controlled media never even pointing a finger at the filthy 
mess.. wouldn't you put on steel toed boots and grab a baseball bat? Wouldn't you very likely be using four letter 
words if you had been forced to grow and live in a four letter society? STOP this hypocritical condemning of these 
young people of our creation... and start helping them. These young people are now in revolt. The eternal Aryan 
spirit is rising to the surface. They are saying-- “We will take no more of this! For Yah's sake.. help us – you Aryan 
sons and daughters of Yahweh... maybe we cannot do it all alone, but we will make one hell of a try! We need your 
teaching, we need experienced leaders who care, so that we will not create something worse than what we intend, 
when we destroy this Babylonian system.”  I know many of these young people. They – for the most part – are 
good, solid people of Yah's Aryan Race. They have called. Are WE going to answer... or are WE going to sit on our 
sanctimonious butts and continue to condemn these children of Yah as we have heard so-called “Christians” do in 
many pseudo-Christian meetings? The Father has called us for action... and we shall all be judged by how we 
respond. It is time those answers were being found, and put into direct activity by those of us who are eating three 
meals a day, sleeping warm and dry, and living a comparatively safe life, free from the danger of being murdered in 
our homes, or mugged, or raped on the street.  This condition is spreading fast from the city hell-holes, and unless 
we bring an end to this un-holy injustice, we shall reap what we've allowed to be sown. We shall be engulfed, just as 
the people of Lebanon have been, for the past ten years. Will your fine car – your fancy home and playthings – and 
your tidy bank CREDIT account save you? NO! You will be the prime target of all those allowed to suffer this 
squalid degradation we call the “American Way”. This is NOT the American Way. Our generation and some of 
those before us, sold it out like Esau's pottage... sold it for the parasite life of Babylon. We betrayed our Father and 
His children for those thirty-sheckles, (and that in worthless “credit”... doled out by the Babylonian con-artists of 
priest-craft.) Our people have been blinded by the “hood” under which the priests of business and denominational 
religion, fleece Yah's people.

Of course, there is a reason why so many of our well-meaning leaders are failing to reach our young people 
with the truth in “chapter and verse”. It is because “chapter and verse” are being taught as a duty to know, but not as 
an “understanding”. It puts me in mind of Polly the Parrot. Polly knows that when a certain sound is uttered, there is 
food available... but until Polly is taught responsibility in what to grab, and what not to.... watch your fingers. The 
same applies to your pet horse. First you teach responsibility. You don't cut a hole in the apple, stick your finger in it 
and hold it out to the horse.  You teach that horse that you are responsible, and that the apple will always be an 
apple, and that which is holding the apple is not to be eaten. This same thing goes for the Porpoise or the Sea Lion. 
You don't stick your finger inside the fish being offered for food, or you will suddenly have a short finger. We teach 



responsibility by responsible actions ourselves – by creating trust and understanding in all that is around us, and by 
coming down from our superiority “high horse”, and accepting these young persons as our equals.... which they 
surely are – until proved otherwise. There are some who no one can teach... they are truly outcasts of nature – as 
many of our own age are – but almost the entire percentage are teachable if we use a responsible method.

Our young people have seen too many “irresponsible bigots” preaching chapter and verse, while living as 
Babylonian degenerates. They have been taught thru un-pleasant – often life-threatening experience, to mistrust 
everyone... and to rely entirely on their own power. Now they are being condemned by big-wigs, riding on the lap 
of luxury, while many of these youth are finding it difficult to get the food to live on, let alone be able to have a 
family and a normal family life. No wonder the true principles of “Christianity” – and – “Civilization” are going 
down the tube, along with the concept of “family”. Family is the building block of humanity. If we allow family to 
be destroyed, if we do not teach family loyalty as Yahshua did... by His example... if we do not teach justice – 
honor-- and fidelity thru our own actions.. we can never expect to influence the youth of our race to a more stable 
way of life, for we ourselves are not living a basic stable life, to demonstrate its advantages to them.

These young people must be given the opportunity to learn and the opportunity to do comparable work... and 
at a comparable wage with everyone else... regulated only by the ability to perform – in other words – free 
enterprise... not under the control of lustful, monopolistic capitalism – look up the meaning of the words. We must 
set a moral example, find a way to return this country and our world to an honorable Aryan trusteeship under Yah's 
law, as was intended. We are the hands, the teachers.

The solution of this deadly problem we are faced with, calls for our action... not preaching something we are 
not ready to produce. Give that young Aryan the work that is needed at a decent wage, and make sure he or she 
earns it, and be prepared to teach them. They don't want a dole-system, a welfare rip-off. They want honest 
opportunity, and we want our youth to understand they are going to have to get their hands dirty, and do whatever 
work needs to be done, or be driven from the face of this earth by the “stranger's” cheap alien labor – imported by 
our industrial traitors. You can't have an Aryan civilization if you have aliens imported to do menial work – it's as 
simple as that. It's been proved out thru the destruction of one empire after another, all down thru the ages. As soon 
as you bring in the Aliens and mix them with your own people.. you destroy your own people. There is dirty, hard 
work that must be done in order to produce. It is as important that this work be done, as it is to have the white collar 
worker. A true Aryan is both – a blue and white collar producer, whether it is digging the ditch to lay the cable in, or 
the one at the desk drawing the plan. If we are not willing to accept all the work in our society at wages equivalent 
(since each job depends upon the other), we will lose our entire culture to the “strangers”... just what Yah warned us 
of... the alien “stranger” and “mongrelization”.

Only by accepting the truth in the Father's word, and living it in our everyday life, will we ever be set free. 
We must have unity in the understanding of our Race, both young and old, if we ever hope to save our Ship of 
Civilization.


